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Great Neck, NY Mojo Stumer has completed its design work for 16 Maple Dr.

This new 30-unit, mixed-use, multifamily building at the entrance to a historic incorporated village
was designed to be a unique feature of modern form and detailing, while still adhering to the
standards of proportion and scale of its immediate context. The goal of the site and massing design
was to form the building in a manner that would maximize sidewalk area and retail exposure, while
also provide the necessary depth for unit floor plans above. To achieve this, a slight inward taper
was introduced to the footprint of the first floor, while the stories above carried across parallel to the
road. This formed a dynamic angular setback at the first floor retail, with covered retail frontage.

Narrow-format brick clads the majority of the structure, broken only by continuous linear bands of
windows, intended to bring daylight into the living units. Tapered metal frame enclosures project
from these ribbons to maximize light and views in public spaces within, while vertical wood slats infill
the fenestration at more private functions providing a more subtle light. The apartment lobby
entrance is highlighted by a cantilevered wood slat overhang which wraps continuously up the
four-story vertical curtain wall cut into the otherwise solid form. The wood slats carry across the
recessed penthouse as cladding, breaking to reveal black steel frame window walls accessing the
hidden roof deck. The project is currently in zoning approvals. Project cost estimated at $9 million.

Project team:

	Owner and developer: Spiegel Associates
	Architect: Mojo Stumer Associates: Principal in charge, Mark Stumer, AIA; Designer: Joe
Yacobellis, AIA; Project manager: Mike Doyle, RA
	Construction manager: Ron Stallone of Spiegel Associates
	Civil engineer: VHB
	Structural engineer: SDG Engineering of Stuart Gold, PE
	Rendering: Cromo CGI
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